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Academic council

Two schools reject grievance proposals

!

by JamesBush

Despite hopes for its quick passage, S.U.
udents willhave to waita littlelonger for a
niversity-wide academic grievance proidure.Thegrievanceproposaldidnotcome
i a vote at Monday's academic council
eeting;instead it was sent tocommittee for
irtherconsideration,following strong critismfromthe Universitycommunity.
The procedure, introduced last Nov. 20,
ould clarify the present grievance system
id an appeals board, composed of both
iculty and students, wouldbeaddedas the
nalstep. Time limitsfor each step wouldbe
uiltinto thenew procedure, andall schools
id collegesof the University wouldthereby
ave a uniform appeals process. Academic
ouncil approvalis technically unnecessary
) adopt the new procedure, but is tradionalin faculty policymatters.
The Schools of Nursing and Education
aveboth drafted resolutions opposing the
rocedure, citing what they see as serious
aws. The education faculty unanimously

decided that not only has too short a time

been set asidefor faculty review of the proposal, but also that the procedure itself
wouldcontribute togradeinflation, threaten
academic freedom, and needlessly waste
time and money.
"The general feeling among the faculty is
that this procedure could involve excessive
complaints," said Fredrick Gies, education
dean andcouncil member. "We feel that the
issue shouldbe resolved,if possible,between
theinstructor and the student." Gies called
the new procedure "more lengthy than
a cumbersome and elaborate
needed
system."
Giesusedthe exampleof gradechanges as
a potential threat to academic freedom.
"Within the academic world, there has alwaysbeen a sort of definitenessinthe giving
of grades," he said. "Making those professional judgments represents''a part of what
makesteachinga profession
Other faculty membersquestioned details
written into the process. "I'm not sure

...

.

whether a University-widecommitteewould
have the expertise to handle all grievance
cases," said David Thorsell, engineering
dean. Thorsell also questioned the time
limits used in the procedure, which he feel*
would be unrealistic inmany cases, such as
internship programswhere the "teacher"is
not amember ofthe University community.
Todd Monohon, ASSU Ist vice president
and chairman of the joint faculty senateASSU committee that wrote the proposal,
rebuttedGies' arguments, stressing the immediate need for a grievance procedure.
"Students must have redress for academic
grievances," he said. "That's a recognized
legal right." Monohon dismissed faculty
fears of a sudden flood of cases under the
new procedure, calling the idea "absurd."
that it (the
"There's no reason to believe
''
procedure) willbeabused.
However, Monohon hopes to avoid the
creation of an "us-against-them" feeling
between students and faculty. "A good
grievance procedure should be a co-opera-

the spectator

tive effortbetweenthe two groups," Monohonsaid. "AndIthink that
''everyonehas to
realize that we doneed one.
Monohon noted that "a lot of good
points"had beenraised during the meeting,
and hoped that the committee will act
quickly to discuss and possibly incorporate
theminto theprocedure. "Obviously,Ihate
to seeit dragon longer,"hesaid,"but that's
the only way to get a good proposaldiscussion."
Gary Zimmerman, academic vice president, expects the procedure to be re-submitted,possibly as soon as the next council
meetingonFeb.23. "Icertainly wouldhope
that wecan haveanother draft ready by the
end of this quarter," he said, pointing out
that the proposedprocedureis mainly a clarificationof an existing process. "It seems to
me that this kind of process would actually
improvethe situation," headded.
The procedure review committee will be
composed of Monohon, Thorsell, Janet
Claypool,and Marylou Wyse.
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Professor warns of oncoming nuclear holocaust
by KarlBahui

.. .Ifthere
trend, if the trendgoes

"Thisis a very dangerous age.

is no turning of the
on, there will be, by 1985, no turning
around," stated Dr. Jesse Chiang lastTuesday in an address at the Lemieux Library
auditorium.The speech was titled"How to
avoid World War 111, implications
" of the

MX missileandlimitednuclear war.
Speaking before a small but attentive
group of students and members of the administration, Chiang, an associateprofessor
of political science at Seattle Pacific University, expressedconcern over what he sees
as the inevitability of a nuclear holocaust if
the present escalation in the arms race con-

Task force
announces
savings
Steamconsumption inS.U. buildings this
fall was reducedby about 15 percent overlast
fall quarter, according to Rex Elliott,energy
awarenesstask forcechairman.
The figures were compiled as part of the
task force'ssemi-annualreport to the Washington Independent Student Consortium,
their funding body. The WISC is also in
charge of the statewideenergy conservation
competition in which the task force is participating.
In addition, the task force compared the
two years' results, causing the number of
"degree days" in eachmonth.Degreedays is
a weather term that measures severity of
cold. In all three monthsof fall quarter, the
number of degree days was either equal to or
greater thanlast year's figures.
"I'm certain that at least part of thecredit
goes to the task force," Elliott said, adding
that other factors, such as weatherproofing
efforts by theschool,havealso helped.
"We don't know if this trend will continue," Elliott added. "It ''
could be related toany numberoffactors. Steamcosts
currently represent about two-thirds of
S.U.'s energyexpenditures.
Elliott noted that steam rates are rising
dramatically, and that the savings may only
help S.U. break even on their steam bills.
Also, thereductioninelectricalusage during
the same period was not as dramatic "We
haven'tmadeasmuch progressin this area,"
Elliottsaid.
Thetask forcealso tentatively announced
plans for a month-long recycling project,
which willbeheld this February.

—

tinues. History has shown that the only possibleresult of anarmsrace ofthis magnitude
is war, and in the case of nuclear weapons,
the destruction of civilization, according to
Chiang.
He began by tracing the development of
the present U.S.-Soviet Union arms race,
suggesting that militarysuperiority for either
side is impossible. When one country developsanew weapon,Chiang said, the other
country

followssuit within a few years, cre-

ating a constant build-up of tension and
stockpiling of weapons,whichhas led to the
point where we now have the capability to
destroy the world
" many times over."This is
just madness! statedChiang.
Chiang cited the MX missile as just one
more link in the chain of events leading to
nuclear war. In his address, punctuated by

exclamations of disbelief and remarks of
"Isn't thatright?" Chiangproposedthat the
MX missile system is militarily unnecessary,
economically wasteful, and in the end will
only contribute to the international atmosphere offear and threat.
Chiang stated that the missile system will
cost at least twicethe Air Forceestimate of
$33 billion, due to inflation and operating
costs.He saidthe AirForce spent $20million
on an impact statement, only to reveal that
the system will occupy an area in Utah and
Nevada nearly the size ofNew England, deplete muchof the two states' water resources
andposea danger todesert vegetation.
Although the MX missile is not necessary
destruction onany potentialenemy
to
— inflict
two Poseidon submarines will destroy
— thea
country the size of the SovietUnion
proposedmissilesystem "willposeatremendous threat to the USSR," stated Chiang,
which willin turn cause the Soviet government to accelerateits own weaponsdevelopment program.
"The most dangerous thing in today's
nuclear" game is misperceptions of each
other, statedChiang. "We're building mistrust."He pointed out that each country is
now building first-strike weaponsout of fear
of the other's intentions. The possession of
such weaponsis seen,by each country of the
other, as an intent to use them. And so the
racecontinues.
Chiang continued, stating that the recently signed PresidentialDirective 59 (PD
59) increases the danger of warevenfurther.
In the past, UnitedStates nuclear policy had
been based on the assumption that massive
nuclear retaliation, or the assurance of
mutual destruction would prevent any conventional or nuclear aggression. However,
PD 59 officially sets forth the* American
strategy as being committed to "limitednuclear war," or the use of smaller, nuclear

Jesse Chiang
weapons on the battlefield of an otherwise
conventional war. "Limited nuclear war is
an illusion, a fallacy!" said Chiang. It reduces the apparent risks of nuclear war,
making theuse ofnuclear weaponsthinkable
and tempting. Chiang stated that the use of
battlefield nuclear weapons willescalateinto
an all-outnuclear war.Limited nuclear war
"is poison with a sugar coating," Chiang

said.

Accordingto Chiang, the only way to prevent the nuclearholocaustis to stop thearms
race. He statedthat we need to be- aware of
the dangers and implications-inherent in a
nuclear arms race. "I'm not talking about
Buck Rogers, fiction. I'm talking about
reality," he said."What is involved is mere

humansurvivaland civilization."
The constant build-up of armaments and
more destructive weapons serves no real
purpose, according to Chiang, save to
to exaggerateand heighten the atmosphere

°
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of tensionand fear betweennations. Chiang
statedthat theSenate must stop thedevelopment ofthe MX missileandother such weap-'
onsandcontinuedisarmamenttalks with the
SovietUnion. He believes the Soviet Union
would be anxious todo
" the same. "TheRussians want to livetoo, he pointedout.
Chiang closed by urging his audience to
take anactive part in trying to stop the arms
race and World War 111. He explainedthat
peopleneed to bemade awareofthe danger,
adding that letters to our senators, congressmen, andPresident Reagan wouldalso help.
Explaining the motivation for his efforts
irf this area, including lectures, a book, and
the formation of the Union
'' of Concerned
Educators, Chiang said, Ihave a real sense
of mission and responsibility." Above all,
however, he stated he is acting out of a sincere concern that we are heading into completedestruction.Said Chiang, "I'm doing it
for peace."
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Missionary criticizes American church policies
huge electronic game room," Hunter said.
Not mentioning the denomination,

by Dan Donohoe
Thereis a lot more to Africa thanBonnas,
blow-guns and black magic; at least that is

Hunter believes that churchesbecomemultimillion dollar projects for fear of losing

the opinion of Malcolm Hunter, Christian

patrons.

missionary andlecturer who spokebefore an
S.U. audience last Wednesday evening in
Bellarmine's TownGirls Lounge.
Hunter met Bonna tribesmen who liken
nobility to killing other people for their cattle.This meant security fortheBonnas.
"Goodness to these natives was to go to
another village, kill40 or50 people andsteal

their cattle," Hunter told the audience of
about20people. "The worst part isthat they
wouldslash the neck of a cow anddrink its
blood; this was one of their means of sustenance."
Women consider it unusual not to have a
torn and bleeding back after one year of
marriage; in fact, women provoke men to
whip them. Hunter spoke dolefully of how
without Christianity thesenatives wererugged andreckless.He feelsthathelping people
is a "motivating force" in his life; a force
that motivatedHunter and his wife Jean to
work in African schools and orphanages to
teachtheBonnasnormallifestyles.
In addition to barbaric lifestyles, Hunter
alsodescribed"satanic forces" that festered
withsome ofthe villages.
"I have seen them performing powerful
feats, like the time Isaw a woman, in the
middle of a crowd, floating threefeet off the
ground.Iwas with a friend who walkedinto
thecrowd and shouted 'Jesus is greater than
Satan!' At that moment she fell flat on the
dirt," Huntersaid.
According to Hunter, in a mother's lifetime it is normal to have only three or four
childrensurviveout of20.Thehygiene ofthe
Bonnais at a verylow point.
Hunter believesthat the cruelties of communism are nothing compared to African

When missionaries left the Bonnas, there
were only 14 Christians. Eight years later
there were nearly 20,000 and Christianity
had spread to other villages. Hunter says it
was a "definite" improvement for these
people.

Malcolm Hunter

He says that the Bonnas are "so
impoverished that they don't even realize
it."
In opposition to Africa'spoverty, Hunter
says that 94 percent of American/Christian
workersdevote their "worthwhile"services
to only 11 percent of the world's impoverished population. In fact, Hunter is
angered by "fat" churches that misallocate
monies.
poverty.

UlUllnli

Rehabilitation director asks

for sensitivity.understanding
by NanrietleBorracchini
"The handicappedand disabled area minority that anyone can join at any given moment,"saidJohnThompson
This is oneofthe most devastating, yet important realities one must face in order to
understand a handicapped person, said
Thompson, chairmanof the rehabilitation
department at S.U.
It is acommon misconception that "that
won't happen to me," Thompson added.
"At one time
' 'those people' were''not disabled They rejust likeanyoneelse.
Thompsonsaidthat the "it-can't-happento-me"attitudecauses peopleto be insensitive to the handicapped.Taking a class in rehabilitation would benefit any student by
helping him to be more sensitive and understanding of others, an awareness that is essentialin any job, according to Thompson.
This same attitude is the biggest barrier a
disabledpersonhas, said Thompson."They
want to be treated like everyone else, and
they should be."
The secondbarrieris accessibility. Section
504oftheFederal Rehabilitation Act of 1973
states that programs must be accessible to
handicapped persons. It does not require
that everybuilding or part of a building must
beaccessible, just theprogram as a whole.
Structural changes must be made only if
reassignment ofclassesorhomevisits arenot
possible. Thompson credits S.U. as having
beenresponsiveto theneedfor changes.
The third barrier, according to Thompson, is transportation. Washington law,
states that the actual vehiclesof transportationmust be accessible,in additionto the terminals,docks, and boarding areas.
Thompson said thatthe jobs available for

.
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"Ihave seen a phenomenalhappening in
Texas and possibly the wholeUnited States.
In the past two or three years, four churches
in a smallTexan town have opened 'Family
Life Centers,' which have racquet and
basketballcourts, fitnesscenters, swimming
pools,handbalTcourts, a bowling alley and a

Iran club expands scope
While manyother campusclubs may have
to contend with a lack of time or interest
amongtheir members, the IranianClubhasa
unique obstacle to overcome:The Iran-Iraq
war, whichhas squelchedmost members'enthusiasm.
The club automatically includes all Iranians enrolled at S.U., but ofthe 87, only six
are activemembers.
"Iranians have so many other things to
think about: whatis happening to their parents? How are they going to get money? How
are they going toattendschool next quarter?
All these things occupy their minds, so they
can't really beactive in the club," said Faizi
Ghodsi, student contact fortheclub.

.
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John Thompson
a disabledperson in the rehabilitation field

are much the sameas they wouldbe for anyone else. They are diverse and includesuch
positions as caseworkers, rehabilitation
counselors, placement specialists, mental
health workers, and sheltered workshop

supervisors.
The S.U. rehabilitation program,started
in1972 by Ekkehard Petring, is currently offering four programs for its students: a
bachelor's degree in rehabilitation, a master's degree in rehabilitation, rehabilitation
workshopadministration and thecontinuing
educationprogram.

The club becameofficial at the endof last
spring quarterand had the initialpurposeof
organizing activities through which various
nationalitiescouldsocialize.
"If we have different nationalities together, it's always more exciting than if
it's just one group of peole who share the
same interest," Ghodsi, a junior economics
major said."We needclubs whichbring studentstogether."
The club is also helping Iranians to find

work,butGhodsi saidthe club has not been
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very successful, because most on-campus
jobsare work-study. Iranians arenot eligible
for work-study, and theirvisas do not permit
them to work off-campus.
"We are asking everyone, the head of
minority affairs, the head of international
students, to find a way of getting jobs for

Iranian students that won't get them in
troublewithimmigration,"Ghodsisaid.
Ghodsi complained that the University
has made matters worse by requiring Iranians to pay a full year's tuition when they
registerin the fall.
The club has avoided tackling University
policy so far, because many Iranians fear deportation, Ghodsi continued. "We don't
want to be reported to immigration as being
disruptivestudents, causing trouble with demonstrationsor something."
The clubalso wants to avoid beinglabeled
political. "We don't need a political club;
being Iranianis politicalright now," Ghodsi
said.
The clubwouldalsolike topublish a newsletter, whichwouldbea source for American
students to understand who these foreign
studentsare.
But, Ghodsi said, "it is difficult to work
on long term programs because we don't
reallyknow what willbe happening tous."

Classified
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TheBonnas' culturehasan initiationceremony wherea naked manmust run over the
slippery backs of 100 herded horn-lashing
cows. Hunter says that the longer a mancan
stay on, the greater his esteem. In addition,
the Bonnas have a ritual where they paint
pattedpacksof mudon theirhair.
"I don't in any way look upon these
people as ignorant savages. Ihave great admiration for them, and their culture is
super." Hunter continued, "When wecome
in, we don't destroy their culture, wejust remove the negative aspects. I want them to
stay Bonnas."
Hunter was born and raised in England
and trained as a mechanical engineer, a
talent he uses in Africa. He's a member of
the British Institute for Management, and
his wife Jean is a registered nurse who
workedwithHunter inAfrica.
Hunter's lecture was sponsored by the
Inter-VarsityChristianFellowship.
Hunter is convinced that Christianity is
the most "liberating, elevating, economically and socially" transforming force in
any society. Hunter says that he will maintain this philosophy throughout all of his
endeavors.

Feb. 6-8 GOD IN THE WORLD: A CHARDIN
RETREAT. Introduction to life/Spirituality of
theologian/scientist, TielharddeChardm.

HELPWANTED. Earn up to SlOOO or more for a
few evenings' work.No selling.Justhang posters
on your campus advertising our half-price tours
of Europe. For details, write: TRAVEL STUDy
INTERNATIONAL, 2030 East 4800 South. Suite
101,SaltLake City, UT 8411 7.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED: Part time (12:00-4:00
p.m.). Handle phones,student contact, type 50
wpm,file. Ability to work with Internationalstudents a must. Call Kathie at 682-4463 for an
appointment.

FOUND: QUARTZ ALARM WATCH on second
floor ofLA.ContactJackieat 328-1066.

REE ROOM& BOARD for student in exchange
for babysitting and light housework. Nonsmoker.References required.Call 329-5739.
WANTED: Used Army underwear. No holes
please.Call Jimat 6815.
WANTED: ASTHMA PATIENTS for 2 research
studies at Virginia Mason Medical Center.
Asthma evaluation& treatment for 6to12 weeks
providedplus honorariumif qualifiedfor study.
Must beonregular medication.223-6835.
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El Salvador land reform

/January21,1981 /The

Spectator

U.W. professor sees civil war brewing
a total failure. The support of the peasants
could not be aroused because they were
anxiousto protect theirnewly acquiredland.
The failure to strike, which made theleft
appear weak and without support, paradoxically gave encouragement to the far

by Mark Guelfi

A land reformprogram expected to preempt revolutionary change inEl Salvadoris
now undersuchviolentattack fromboththe
far right andfar left factions inthat country
that a full-scalecivil waris almostinevitable,
said RoyProsterman, a University ofWashington law professor.
But, Prosterman told the lunch-hour
crowdat theUniversityIvar's SalmonHouse
last week, that civil warcan "just barely"be
prevented if the Reagan administration
makes a clear statement supporting the
moderatedemocratic elements presently in
power inElSalvadorand strongly urges the
continuationofthelandreformprocess.
Introduced as the "Ralph Nader of
economicdevelopment,"Prostermanspent
fourof thelast twelvemonths inElSalvador
developing the framework for this land reform program that sought to put farmland
intothe hands of therural poor,whoessentiallyworkthelandforlittlepersonalgain.
"Ofthe 400,000 families living in the Salvadoriancountryside, some 300,000 worked
on land that they did not own themselves
under extremely onerous and exploitative
conditions," hesaid.
But after the DemocraticChristian Junta
implemented a major land reform in the
spring of 1979, all estates over 1,200 acres
were transferredto peasant cooperatives.
This transfer constituted some 300 estates
containing about 30 percent of all the good
landin the country. "Approximately60,000
familiesreceivedland," Prostermansaid.
The junta gavefull possessionaryrights
free of any claims of demands from the exlandlords
to the tenants .and sharecropperson thoselands. "A promise that a
decree to begingiving them formal titles to
thoselands wouldbe issued in 30 days," he
said.

—

—

right.

Also, the far right perceived Reagan's

election as a "potential carte blanche for

"Well, the decreewas not issued within30
a number of things happened,"
days
giving aid, comfort and encouragement to

...

theSalvadorianright,Prostermansaid.
This string of events thatstrengthenedthe
far right's offensive began when a liberal
member of the five-man moderate junta,
triedarrestingmembersof the extremeright
and failed.He was censuredfor not actingin
concurrence with the full junta and was
reduced from commander in chief of the
army, to joint commander in chief with the
othermilitarymemberofthe junta.
Next, Prosterman added, in August the
far left calleda generalstrike that wasalmost

takeoverby any forces, no matterhow far to
the right, as long as theydenominatedthemselves anti-communist," hesaid.
Finally, the assassination on Jan. 3 of the
president ofElSalvador's AgrarianReform
Institute, andthe twoAmerican landreform
advisers, Michael Hammer and Seattlite
Mark Pearlman, was a significant loss for
land reform, thereby strengthening the effortsof theright.
"All of this," Prosterman said, "has
tended to bring into being a process in the
countryside which could propel
'' the entire
civil
war.
into
full-scale
situation
It wouldbe a civil war that might polarize
debateintheU.S. over theextent in whichit
should intervene, opening up the possibility
of another Vietnam by diverting attention
from other crisis situationsin the worldand
making El Salvador the primary focus of
U.S. foreignpolicy.
As a result, "Salt 11, the Afghanistan
question, the Eastern Europe question, the
Mid-East andotherquestions ofvitalimportanceareput on theback burner,"hesaid

.

Prosterman saidhe believed that the land
reform programwould serve theneeds ofthe
landless peasants while providing a non-

violentalternativetocivil war.
But as the ex-landlords and far right elements became increasingly successful in
evicting peasants from land that had been
given to them, the possibilityloomsthat the
great mass of peasants will be propelled to
side with the revolutionary left
He also fears the problem of significant
elementsin the CatholicChurch inElSalvador letting themselves become "polarized
andradicalizedin waysthathaveclosedtheir
minds to the possibilities of a non-violent
solution."
"There are elements in the Church that
madeup theirminds a yearago that the only
solutionlay in revolution; the side of revolutionfromthe far, far left," hesaid.
"They may not be againin the positionof
opposingthereal wishesandbest''interestsof
the vastmajorityofthe peasants, hesaid.
After attending the presentation, Wiliam
Sullivan, S.J., University president, said in
an interview that he finds himself in considerable agreement with Prosterman's observations on this "new radical leftclericalism
that is found in some parts of South
America."
Sullivan went on to say that he too would
seriously question whether "the cause of
peace and justice is being served when the
radicalleft is using military violence''to destroy anattempt at a reformprogram

.

Sorrell calls for withdrawl
of U.S. aid after fund misuse
by Janne Wilson
Government land reform programs instituted torelievepressurebetweencommunist
and conservative factions in El Salvador
have created divided opinions concerning
the state of that nation and U.S. influence
there.
Stemming from this situation are two
—
more concrete proposals for action there
one side claiming more U.S. influence and
military assistance are called for to prevent
almost certainrevolution, and the other demanding U.S. withdrawal,allowingcivil war
if necessary.
"Ijust don't feeleasy dictating the means
of struggle for another people," said Terry
Sorrell, a member of the AmericanFriends
Service Committee. "We come from the
U.S., a country in a very privilegedposition
in the world and a country that is making
non-violent means difficult if not impossible," saidSorrell.
Sorrell spoke to a full house at the
LemieuxLibrary auditoriumlast weekabout
a four-week tour with the AFSC which in-

cluded eight LatinAmericancountriesand a
four-day stay inEl Salvador.
U.S. military aid to the El Salvadorgovernment has come in the formof money for
non-lethal militarysupport designed to help
that government fend off encroaching communism. The peasants, poor and increasingly disenchanted with Salvador's government, could be strongly influenced by left
wing groups promising them revolutionary
change.

According to picturespaintedby thepress
in this country, the U.S. is giving aid to a
moderatereformist government caught in a
battleofleftand right, saidSorrell.
However, that is at best a fabricated
vision, according to Sorrellwho believesthe
government,if not directly responsible,is at

least cooperating with —terrorism and violence in that country
directed toward
peasants, the Church (which supports the
peasants) and more close to home, two
Americans working there who represented
aneffort to improve the standardofpeasant
living.

Michael Hammer and a Seattlite, Mark
Pearlman, were working in El Salvador as

technical advisers for the land reform program when in January they were assassinated. Their deaths were a mark against the
landreformprogramand wereignored by a
government who is, "at minimum, deliberately approving these things," said Sorrell.
The program was designed to more
equally distribute land possession in that
country, which is in thehands of 14 El Salvadoreanfamilieswhoserveas landlords.

FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE
SCHOLARSHIPS
Army ROTC is offerins full tuition scholarships to qualified freshmen and sophomores. In addition to the scholarship,
you receive $100/month tax free. To
see if you qualify call Floyd Rosers at
626-5775.
Terry Sorrell

But the programestablished to pacify increasingly strong peasant opposition to the
government, has instead resulted in further

exploitationand is an effort to weedout dissenters, saidSorrell.
"Theconsistent stories that we heard said
theland reformwasn't Working, noone was
receiving titles to the land, that the people
that benefitted were the people who were
connected with the right wing groups and
that thelandreform was beingused often as
a military operation to identify opposition
and todestroy it."
The government hasalso turneditsheadto
vandalismagainst theChurch whichhas had
its radio station bombed and now has
boardedits cathedraldoors closed,said Sorrell, who had to enter through locked and
guardedirondoorsat the side.
The roleof the Church, he said, is not one
to oppose the government, however it has a
primary obligation to the peasants and
"then we have to take a stand," Sorrellsaid.
Food and medicalsupplies are providedby
theChurch to peasant refugees in camps, he
said.These are peasants who lost their land

when military sweeps repossessed what they
had just beenallotted,hecontinued.
"The first personItalkedto in the refugee
camps wasan oldman, and Isaid,'Why did
you leave your home?' He said, 'Well, the
army booted me and my family out,' and I
said 'Why?' and he said, 'Well, they said I
was a Communist because Iwas teaching
catechism and the Church is one of these
groupswithin thecountriesthat they'reiden"
tifying as the opposition andthe enemy,'
saidSorreli.
It was by talking to men like this one,
children in refugee camps and Church
people in some of the communities, Sorrell
said, thathe was able to understandthe number of wayslandreformis used politicallyto
suppressthoseit isintendedtoaid.
As a result, Sorrell called for an unconditional end to military and economic aid
fromtheU.S. to El Salvador's government.
"The military aid that has gone to El Salvador has done nothing but strengthen the
hand ofthe far right and increase the ability
of the government to essentially carry out
repression."
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Experience the experiments in 'Mon Oncle'
the cause of various adult ailments i.e.
ulcers, heart disease,cancer andstrokes.
The unique formatof the filmis confusing

by Kelly Sullivan
AnexceptionalFrench film, "Mon Oncle
D'Amerique,"is
— showing this month at the
Top of the Exit LandmarkCorporation's
new additionto CapitolHill'sHarvardExit
theater.
The Top of the Exit, on the third floor of
the old Women's Century Club on Harvard
and Roy, is a foreign film-goer'sdelight.In
additionto playingstrictly foreignfilms, the
theater will re-create the comfortable and
homey charm of the Harvard Exit, its
mothermoviehousedownstairs.
The Top of the Exit has two-thirds the
capacity of the Harvard Exit. The freshly
painted white walls framed in dark paneling
and wood beams produce a clean arid airy
atmosphere. The third floor lobby, under
the directionofmanager Cliff Vancura, will
nurture easy feelings for its guests, with a
piano, over-stuffed couches, chess boards
and free coffee for all. A concession stand
will be added soon, stocked with moviemunchiesand more wonderfulHarvardExit

at first. The film does not explainLaborit's
thesis at the beginning of the movie. The
audience is given the responsibility to correlate the implications of the scenes. Just
when the viewer begins to become involved

jellybeans.

"Mon Oncle D'Amerique," directed by
Alain Resnais and written by Jean Gruault,
expresses a thesis of Dr. Henri Laborit. In
the film, Laborit,a Paris physicianand biologist, tries to explain the source of aggression inmammals.Thecharacters in the film
are comparable to white laboratory
— rats,
which are alsoshown in the film bothare
specimens used to illustrate the validity of
Laborit's thesis.
Laboritbelieves''that "a livingcreature is a
memory thatacts. The materialthat creates
this "memory" is a combinationof instinct
and those codes imbedded in the mind by
parentalinstruction during theearly years of
a creature'slife.

As proof ofthis theory, Laboritshowsone
of themaincharactersin the film attempting
to avoid a confrontation with an ex-lover
who had spurned him. The
— woman symbolizes pain and rejection sources of aggression. At this point the sceneswitches toa
whiterat in a cage. The rat has learnedthat
four seconds after a buzzer sounds the floor
of his cage will becomeelectrified.To avoid
this, he must crawl through the door of the
partitioninhis cage to the unelectrified side.
Instead of confronting that which will turn
on the shock, the rat merely becomes a slave
to it.The same goes for the man.He does not
want to confront a situation (hat is painful,

Ah! Nostalgia at the Rep
by CarolPowers
SeattleRepertoryTheatre'sproductionof
Eugene O'Neill'splay, "Ah, Wilderness!" is
filled with aliveness and exhilaration.
O'Neill's 31st play, written in 1933, is being
performed with the enthusiasm one would
normally expect only on an openingnight.
With thedimming oflights, theswelling of
trumpets/andthequietingofthe theater,the
audienceisdrawnintothesitting roomofthe
Millerhome.
The sun rising behind a gorgeous scenic
projection of tall trees indicates that it is
morning. It is a small-townin Connecticut
on July 4, 1906.
At theheadofthe family isNatMiler(Biff
McGuire), the respectableowner ofthe town
newspaper.Nat and his wife Essie, (Anne
Gerety), who is a concerned and protective
mother,have fourchildren.
Arthur (JefferyPrather), is the eldestand
a Yale scholar. Richard (L. Michael Craig),
is often persecuted for reading "awful"
books by Oscar Wilde and Bernard Shaw
thatEssie keeps findinginhis closet.Mildred
(KarenCody) already practices her signature
"for writing checks," and Tommy (Jeff
Covell), the youngest, is sent to let off fireworks eachtimethe adultsdiscussRichard's
books.
Essie's bachelor brother, Sid (Thomas
Hill) and Nat's spinster sister, Lily (Constance Dix), also residing with the Millers,
provide humorous decoration to the play.
Every evening, Sid asks Lily to marry him
and,on schedule, she refuses.The courtship
haslasted 16 years.
The combinationof O'Neill's wittyscript
and the talented actors and actresses pleasantly lead the audience through their own
nostalgic memories "of a simpler time in
Americanlife."
Most of the action follows Richard and
starts with the discovery of the books that
"children shouldn't ought to be reading."
Richardhasgivencopies of love poems to
his girlfriend, Muriel (Susan Greenhill).
These poems are also discovered and both
teenagers are to be punished. Richard's agonies of coming of age concern his father.
Nat finds conflict between Richard's
modernideasandthoseofthepast.
"Ah, Wilderness!" exposes everyone to
the differencesthatariseas timeschange.

When Richard leaves the house he cries
"Out into the night with me!" Essie's reactionis: "It isn't evendark, yet."
Eugene O'Neill was a four-timePulitzer
Prize winner and received the 1936 Nobel
Prize for Literature.The cast of "Ah, Wilderness!," predominantly from Seattle,
could easily have been the people whom
O'Neillhadin mind47 years ago.
Ifthere are empty seats ten minutesbefore
the curtain rises, you may buy tickets for
only $4 with student I.D. "Ah, Wilderness!" willbe playingthrough Jan.25.
The attire worn at the Seattle Repertory
Theatreis mostly dressesand suits.Be sure to
wear something comfortable, though; there
isnot much roomto squirm.
Forfurther information, call447-4764.

so he tries to escape from it. Consequently,
hebecomesa prisoner ofhis aggressions.
In our everyday life there are instances
toward which we feel inner aggressions.
Laborit believes that being unable to confrontthe source of our aggressionsresults in
our turning them inward.When this happens
anxiety and stress develop. This, in turn, is

'

with the characters, a voiceinforms the audience that a mammaldesires only two things:
tosurviveandtodominate.
At the endof the film, however, the audience is clearly given the theme when each of
the three main characters is shown with a
rat'shead.
Although the film deals with a serious
topic, thecomparisonsbetween humansand
rats led to .some very humorous scenes.
When one of the main characters is in the
midst of a stressful situation, the scene
switches to a rat standing on its hind legs,
forepaws raised defensively and its hair on
end. The scene thenswitchesback to the person who now displays a similar defensive
attitude. The swiftness of the comparisons
and theunusual implicationscatch the members of the audience off-guard and leaves
them laughing.
The film is not for someone looking for a
purely lighthearted evening. However, the
filmis. a definitewinner if an intellectualand
entertaining experienceis whatyou are interested in. That, combined with the comfortable atmosphere of the Top of the Exit,
makesthes4 ticket price wellworthit.

Erotic politician' lives on

i

by Carl Verzani
In 1967, a man and his visions emerged
from the rock of the summer of love. At a
time when the Beatles' Sergeant Pepper album dominatedat the number one spot, the
Doors broke through to number two on the
album charts, becoming the first American
band tohave sevengold albums.The soulof
the group,singer/lyricistJimMorrison, died
in 1971, but the recent release of his biography has led (o a current Doors popularity

wave.
'
"NoOneHereGetsOut Alive, 'with sales
ofover 250,000 copies, tells thestory ofMorrison's lifeuntilhis deathat 27. Also contributing to the popularity trend is a newly
compiled greatest hits collection which
reached the top 30. As a Tower Records
salesmanput it, "They sell realwell."
What is it thatmakes the Doors' musicso'
eternally accessible? Why can't the remaining Doorsre-form with anew leadsinger and
takeoff whereMorrisonleftthem?
The answer is that no one could follow
Morrison's originality. As Morrison wrote,
"There will neverbe another one like you/
There willneverbe another one who can do
the things you do."
A self-proclaimed disciple of darkness,
Morrison was a devout book reader, especially of philosophy. He had many fetishes
and obsessions in his view of the world,
which wereshown inhislyrics.
He said of religion: "You cannot petition
the Lord with prayer!" and "We want the
worldand we want it now!/ Save us, Jesus,
saveus!"
His lifestyle was similarto Jesus' in that he
came from obscurity, gave the people his
views for only a short time(four years) and
diedbefore anybody could fullyunderstand
him. The 1971 Doors album, "L.A. Woman," originally showed a picture of Jesus

hangingon thecross on theinsidesleeve.
Extremely intelligent, Morrison was sardonically handsomewithhis "Alexanderthe
Great"hairstyle, yet absurdly careless in his
ways. Firmly resisting authority, he reached
for unlimited freedom as a rock star. One
night inMiami he was arrested for indecent
exposureandoralcopulation.
He stood by his rule: "When you make
peace with authority, you becomean authority."

Morrison, who called the Doors "erotic
politicians," had many affairs, but always
returned to his common-law wife, Pamela
Courson. She diedin 1974 of a heroin overdose. Morrison would call her his "cosmic
mate,"althoughshe spent asmuch time with
other men as he would with groupies and
pick-ups. Courson was the onewho reported
Morrison dead of a heart attack while the
two werevacationing inParis.
Morrison,neverone topass updrugs, a Ybonesteak,oradrink, wrote suchlyricsas:
"Why were you born, just to play with
me?/ Andif you warm itup right, I'm gonna
love ya tonight, my love" and "He was a
wasa
monster,black-dressedinleather/She
''
princess,queenofthe highway.
In a final tribute to the mythical Oedipus
and Morrison's hated parents, he wrote in
the song "The End:" "Father? Yes, Son? I
want tokillyou/ Mother, Iwantto. .come
on you." "The End" was the centraltheme
to the 1979 war movie
' "ApocalypseNow"
basedon thelines 'Theend of ourelaborate
plans/ The end of everything that stands/
pain/ And all
Lost in a Roman wildernessof
''
thechildrenare insane.
Morrison may never be fully understood,
buthis offerings can be relatedto as long as
there are human problems and suffering.
After all, it'shard to describesailors to the
underfed,but the future's uncertain andthe
endis alwaysnear.

.

Workshop to feature Brazilian 'Capoeira'
by RebaMcPhaden
A workshop will be offered to S.U. studentsJan. 24 featuringCapoeira,aBrazilian
art form.Curt DeVere,international student
adviser, is the co-sponsor of the event with
the International Capoeira Association of
SanFrancisco. This will be the first appearanceofCapoeirainWashington State.
A three-time national champion of
Capoeira,Übirajara Almeida, willhead the
workshop. Although competitionsare held,
Capoeiraonly slightlyresembles a sport,and
is more of a dance form, according to
DeVere.

Capoeira as "stylized
DeVere described
—
martialarts more of a dance. It is accompaniedby a lotof percussion instruments."
The instrumentalists will perform at the
workshop, and make a presentationof their
own during it, featuring the berimbau, a
drum-like instrument. DeVere said that
Capoeira is performedto a heavy percussion

sound.

"Capoeirais unique to Brazil, not South
America," DeVere explained."It incorporates manyart formsbecause it is a synthesis

of manycultures."
Those attending the session will learn to

execute basic Capoeira movements, there-

fore loose, comfortable pants and shirts
shouldbe worn.
The workshop will alsoinclude films and
videotapes, accompanying a lecture on the
history and folkloreof Capoeira.

Only alimitednumberof students willbe
allowed to sign up, as space is limited. The
cost is $20, which can be paid at the International Student Office, in thebasement of
the McGoldrick Building. The workshop is
on Saturday, Jan. 24, and will run from
1-5 p.m.
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For a nice night change -—'A Little Night Music'
slightly, and the tenor changed his tone frequently, sometimes singing through his

by RebaMcPhaden
Downtown Seattle has an excellent alternative to thoseSRObluescommon tomoviegoers, in the form of live theater. Second
Stage Theater offers a variety of plays
throughout the year, andis
''currently showing"A LittleNight Music, a comedy musicalbyStephen Sondheim

nose.
The plot centers on a rather strange series
of events and coincidences, making everything seem impossible by the endof the first
act. Of course it turns out right in the end,
buthow it turns out right is the big surprise.
Once you've figured out who's who, and
who's related to whom, you can lean back
and appreciatethe brilliantly executedstoryline.
1he orchestra, made up entirely ofvolunteers, makes it obvious that they worked
hard. It shows in their togetherness, not only
with eachother, butalso with the players on
stage. At onepoint, when a singer got ahead
of the music, the orchestra strategicallyskipped a noteor twoand caught up to him. Most
of the audience wasunaware of any mishap.
The Musicomedy Group, entirely volunteer, offers many fine plays each year. This
year'sline-up willend with "Camelot" in the
spring, and a fifth anniversary special, to be
presentedin thePlayhouse.

.

The performers at Second Stage Theater
work on a comparatively small stage, with
the audience seatedall around, except at the
back of the room, which is occupied by the
orchestra. There are no curtains, and the
players changethepropsas needed.
Betty Martin-Williams, a local celebrity
who has appeared in numerous operas and
plays(recently the leadin "Hello,Dolly"),is
well-cast as the leadinglady, Desiree Armfeldt. Desiree gets caught up in a hilarious
situation when her current lover and her
formerlovermeet inher dressingroom.
The play is based on the sexual promiscuity of the turn of thecentury, and there are
everything is bluntly laid
no innuendos
out on the table. Yet, despite its theme, the
story isnot in badtaste.

—

Thiscompany usually performs inSecond
Stage Theater, located on Bth Aye. between
Pike and Union. It is a quaint little place,
although the lobby is too small, and there
was a trail of people lined up for the restrooms during the intermission.Concessions

TomDerbyshire,asDesiree's former lover

(Fredrick Egerman) is the perfect leading
man to complement Martin-Williams.
Speaking with a polishedBritish accent offstage, Derbyshire manages to perform with

an "accent" much more East Coast USA
than English. He also has an excellent
singing voice.

Dick Hooper, as Carl-Magnus Malcolm
(the current lover of Desiree), is the typical
Miles Glorious, straight from Plautine
comedy. A general with an extreme case of
magalomania, he feels that he is keeping his
mistress (Desiree) with his wife's approval.
She, however, hates the liaison and plots
accordingly.
The otheractresses and actors related well

and performedvery convincingly. Oneofthe
main actresses had become ill the night before, and though there was no understudy
for the part, the new actress had above average ability, book in hand. She had never
rehearsed with theothers.
Two parts of the show were lacking the
excellence that the rest of the performance
displayed. One: a few of the songs were
rather monotonous. This was a shame, because many of the tunes are memorable,
including theclassic, "Send in the Clowns."
Unfortunately, that song was followed by a

Healyums
by Tim Heaiy

dumps? Are you
Does the high cost of living have you down in the
unemployment?
soaring
tired of reading about runaway inflation and
$buckss
in your spare
big
Would youlike tobe your own bossandearn
in
"Bob's
School of
time? If so, then you owe it to yourself to enroll
career
and
promising
Begging!" Yes, you too canlaunch yourself in a
professionals!
learning
from
be successfulbecause you'llbe
Many novice beggarsenter the field unaware of the technical aspects
competitive
of panhandling. BSB teaches you to survive in this highly
—
pitches
which one
profession. Consider the following opening
would you choose?

a. "Excuse me, Sir (or Madam), do you happen to have any spare
change?"
b. "If youdon't give meadollar,I'm going todropmy pants and tell
everyone I'myour brother!"
haven't eatenin three weeks,can youspare two bucks
c. "HeyBro,I
Big
Mac?"
fora
d. "Iwouldn't ask you for money for myself, but my cat hasn't eaten
hot
a
meal indays."

Harder than you thought, isn't it? A graduate of "Bob'sSchool of
Begging" would of course choose "b." Any professional derelict
knows that the average person on the street will avoid causing an embarrassing scene at almost any cost !
Bob's highly trainedstaff is ready to assistyou in selecting a program
of study that meets your specific needs. Some of the many classes now
being offered are: Charity Through Intimidation, Bogus Religions,
TheInsand Outs of Deceptive Donations and Sympathy and ItsUses:
AnIntroduction to Sob Stories. Many of Bob's classes are conducted
right on the streets, because Bob believes that practicalexperiencehelps
moldbetter beggars.
If an exciting career in begging and the promist of $$$ sounds good
to you, then call us now at 285-BEGG, or stop by the school at the
corner of First Avenue and Pike. Remember, if begging's your bag
thenBEGin at Bob's!

dud called "The Miller's Son." The singer
performed fairly Well, it just lackedthe zest
of some of the better pieces. This was the
faultof thesongwriter,Sondheim.
The other problem was a lack of singing
ability on the part of a quintet which sang
frequently throughout the show. Although
they weren't poor, they had a variety of
problems whichmadethem belowthe standards of the rest of the performers. For example, one lady was off-key, though only

such as coffee, soft drinks, and cookies are
soldduring intermission.

"A Little Night Music" will be shown
through Feb. 22. Performances are Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 2:30 p.m. Ticket prices are $8, $9,
and $10. Sorry to say, there are no student
discounts; however, the play is well worth
the price. The show is selling out quickly, so
one may be well-advised to call quite a bit in
advance.The number for the ticket officeis
447-4651.

-Rock Review by Dawn Anderson
Blame it on the whine
Rod Stewart is depressed again and
frankly, I'msick ofhearingaboutit.
His new album is titled "Foolish Behavior" and includes an enormous poster,
depicting, among other things, Stewart
posing in a tiny black bikini, drinking with
his buddies and playing on the beach with
various —blondes. (At least I think they're
various they look likeclones to me.) The
KISW disc jockeys have announced that
Stewart hasabandoned discoandis "back to
rock V roll," thus making him hip enough
for their play-list oncemore.

All this led me to expect a hard rocking,
thoroughly crazy, good-time party album.
Instead,Stewart whimpersandsnivels for45
minutes about lost loves, lost youth and
wanting to behome again.
Don't get me wrong; 1 enjoy a good tearjerker as much as the next gal. Iusedto listen
toStewart sing "1 wouldrather go blindthen
to see you walk away from me" and sink in

melancholicbliss. Stewart's rough, gravelly
voice was projected with such fever that 1
believed him then.

Istill want to believe him, but Isimply
can't any more. His voice lacks conviction
on most of the new album; hehacks out his
songs likea borednightclub singer.
Part of the problemwith the vocalsis the
productionand mixingof the album. About
a dozen session musicians appear on this
record and all are given equal time. This
get a chance
means none of the instruments
— including
Stewart's
to shine individually
voice.
The only time the singer really belts one
outis on "GiMe Wings," (the song you hear
on the FM) in whichhe screams, "Oh, God,
I'm depressed again!" Apparently, this line
is sung with a straight face, and 1 can't seem
to work up much sympathy.
"GiMe Wings" is one of the three hard
rock songs on the album, and it is not without its charms. I find the heavy guitars and
kinetic beat refreshing, and if it weren't for

the snythetic sound of the disco-keyboards,
thesong wouldsucceed.
One rocker on "Foolish Behavior" that
doessucceedis "BetterOff Dead," the only
song thatlives up to what the albumtitleand
poster promise. Simple garage-band chords
combine with a saxophone and barroom
piano to create this very fast, very likable
song abutpartying out of bounds.IfStewart
woulddo moresongslike this, hecould work
offallthatdepressionin notime.
Instead, we get an endless string ofballads
that flow together with all the energy of a
slug on qualudes. "Say It Ain't True"shows
—
promise at first nothing brilliant, but one
of thosesaccharine pop songs you shouldn't
really like, though you do.Then the strings
appear, along with a tinkling piano and the
effectis overdone; ruined.
In fact, severalof these songs could have
been nice without the slew of keyboards,
saxophones, strings, trombonesand whatever other instruments Ican't make out in
thesludge.
Stewart used to write songs that didn't
needthis embellishment.He was one of the
only artists who could sing lyrics like "In the
morning don't say you love me, cause you
know I'llonly kick you out the door" without annoying mein theleast. This is no small
feat and was accomplishedthrough a kindof
raunchy power Stewart no longer projects.
It seems the artist acknowledges that he
has lost it somewhere, especially with all his
moaning about the past. The song "Passion" (the album's AM hit) speaks of urban
—
hedonism that has become mere habit
going through themotions ofhaving a good
timewithoutreally feeling it.Itisodd that an
artist will sing about passion without employingit inhis music.
If Stewart wouldonly takehis own advice
about passion and sheer, careless lun, he
could probably still rock with the best of
we gel "Foolish Behavior"
them.
— IheInstead,
perfect lounge music tor Holiday
Inns.
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If you have any questions regarding instruction in the
Roman Catholic Tradition, please contact Fr. Lou Marchesini, S.J., 626-5900.
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Education/Action for Justice is essential to growth as a truly
human community. Justice, or right relationship, is a challenge to
promote goodness, to work for peace,and to denounce injustice
This takes Place in the Personal social economic and political
s Ministry works with other groups on camofHfe Ca
and justice: The Sociai Action coUective;
peace
promote
pus to
World;
Affairs; International Students;
Minority
Bread for the
ASSU; and The Education for Social Justice Faculty Staff Committee. Justice is a way oflife and some of the life issues addressed
by thesegroups are human rights, hunger, disarmament, welfare
needs Prison reform, third world development, violence, and
awareness oflocaland global human needs.
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Hire?
Do y" want to explore new potentials in
vour Me as a
Do you want to find new meaning in prayer
and the practices of the spiritual life?
Do you want to experience an exhilarating
spiritual growth?
Come to the showing of the Introductory
Film which will explain the program. Dates,
time, and place to be announced. This program is offered to Faculty, Staff and Administration. It is limited to 20 people.

Sr.Joan Hartc
What we share together, lay and Jesuit, is a commitment I

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ENCOUNTER PROGRAM
A Christian encounter is a communal experience of people
gathered to sharetheir faith.It is an opportunity for Seattle U.
students to discuss and share important faith dimensions in
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Do you want to be part of an exciting adven-

to those same vital,human principles that gave lifeto the
Ignatian vision ofeducation. We are trying to give back to
people the belief that God works in their lives and that
when they are most free, they are most able to be attentive to what God is asking of them. Freedom does not
begin when someone' is 21. It begins when he or she is
born. It's a progression of attitudes that the person believes inabout her or himself. All you have to do to ruin
an adult is to confine hischildhood. Allyou have to do to
make God inaccessible, is to give a constant authority
image which is repressive, monitoring, non-responsive.
We know,in other words, whatErickson has said. Simply, we are developmentalcreatures. So education means
to 'lead out' fromthe personthe power to be free enough
to be one who can believe, to get intimately involved
through
fellowshio and
ana 10
to be
De generagenera
others to create renowsnip,
tnrougn otners
of
for
others
so
as
to
be
a
person
responsible
tively
service.
Howard Gray, S.J.
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The S<;ai(-h Program is a weekend experience in Christian comimmity. These weekends are planned and led by students in conjunction with theCampusMinistry staff person andSeattleUniversity priests. The Winter and Spring Searches willbe at Camp Don
Bosco, February 6-8, and May 8-9. It is necessary to apply two
months early as it fills up fast.Please contact Dinah Jones, Search
secretary, at 626-5900. Terrie Ward, the Search coordinator, is
assisted by a student committee Dennis Hunthausen,Mary Wy1«), Dinah Jones,Joe Zech,and GraceKramer.
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PERSON-PERSON-VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM AN OPPORTUNITY TO GROW; TO SERVE
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Person-to-Person H(?at;h Out is a ministry of
presenceand service to others.Students are
needed and invited to expand awareness
and to serve others throughvisiting Monroe
State Prison, cooking at a soup kitchen for
the pooi-, visiting people in downtown
hotels, \ isilin^> the elderly in their homes or
nursing homes, assisting with hospitality in
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Fr. Louis Sauvain,S.J.
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KaufHian, S.J.
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Weekday
Sunday, 9 p.m.
University Liturgy
famninn Phanpl
LampionL^napei

Fr. T. Kaufman,S.J.
Fr.L. Marchesini,S.J.
Pr.B. Grimm,> S.J.
Fr.W. Sullivan,SJ.

S^
Fr.B. Grimm, S.J.
Sjunday, 10:30 a.m. Fr.K.Waters, SJ.
Fr.P. Fitterer, S.J.

r

.L.A. Chapel
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12:00 Noon

4:30 p.m.
Bellarmine Chapel
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Litilr^ies
Or

Bellarmine Chapel
Xavier
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liturgy Coordinator

Sunday Liturgies
Sunday, 11a.m.
Bellarmine Chapel
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for thepoor, teaching religious edu-

Sunday 10:30 am
University Liturgy
Campion Chapel

ft J

W^i

HFfHP<S

nation, and in many other areas. Please feel
free to call Terrie Ward, ext.5900 for more
information or to volunteer. Volunteers
may choosetheir own times.

—

Fr. GregLucey, S.J.
Fr.Bob Grimm, S.J.
Dr.TomCunningham
Dr. George Kunz
Dr.Donna Orange
Dr.Margaret Haggerty
Ms.Judy Sharpe
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Pr. Tim Kaufman, SJ.
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Work study program could eliminate misuse
"Thetuition at S.U.ismuchtoo high..."
Nearlyevery personon campus wouldagree withthis statement. Itis
so widely accepted that it'seven made it onto the t-shirts at the Bookstore. Why, then, is the work study program, designed to assist the
studentincoping withthat tuition,given suchpoor management?
The work-studyprogram, VirginiaParksof thefinance department
announcedlast week, has a "potentially serious problem." The problem is that some of the departments using work-study funds have already used approximately five-twelfths oftheir allottedmoney for the
year.According toParks, that figure shouldbecloser totwo-ninths.
Parks therefore issued a warningto all departments to keep acloser
watch on their budgets. That means that some students have been
'terminated,' while others have had their hours, and hence their

money,drastically cut back.
Parks said that one of the reasons for the departmental overspending is the unusual number of students applying for work-study
jobs this year. Due to a lack of off-campus jobs,she said, a number of
positions never before filled have had as many as three applicants this
year. Overly eagerdepartments have hired those applicants, forgetting
to be surethe money topay them wasavailable.
The fact that seems tobe lost inall of thisis that most of the students
who received work-study grants didso because theyneededthe money.
And if the Seattle job market is as tight as Parks says it is, those studentsneed theirpositions allthe more.

The blame for the fiasco cannot be laid at any one door. Certainly
not at Parks' door, since-she specified the budgets with which the departments had to work. Perhaps the departments involved should be
told to examine their budgeting more closely; but it seems likely that
some misunderstanding took place which led the departments to believe they could afford the new people. With the example of the
ASSU's $20,000misconception, it's not hard toimagine similar confusiontakingplace elsewhereoncampus.
The immediate question is: what happens to the people who have
been laid off, or had their hours cut back? Atleast if thosepeople had
knownat the beginningof the quarter that they could not have anoncampus job, they could have been among the before-school rush
hunting for one off campus. Now what jobs there were available have
probably been taken.
Themore long-rangequestion is:how do wemakesure that this kind
of overspending does not happen again? Confusion and mismanagementof a program which is so critical to many students should
not be allowed to continue. If necessary, a work-study department
should be formed to handle all the budgeting and hiring for theprogram. It's bad enough when students can't get the help they need to
attend the institution of their choice, but when they are led to believe
that they have that help, only to be told that it no longer exists, it is a
sad comment onS.U.

Behind bars by Steve Sanchez

Thin is in: fat or fantasy?

Iattacked the problem by modifying my
—
foodintake. 1 ate Special K for breakfast
six bowls every morning with plenty of
sugar. Ihad salads for lunch, laced with lots
of eggs, ham, bacon bits and coated with a
nice, thick ranch-style dressing. I tried to
keepmy dinnerdown to oneitem, usually one
16-inch pizza.

I also tried that candy stuff thai helps a
person to feel full whileeating less. Idid actually eat less food, and more candy. Ipolished off the one-poundbox in a day and a
half.
Though my attempt at losing weight then
was generally a failure, I did, at least, keep
my weight under oneeighthofaton.
My freshman year in college marked my
first bout with institutional food. When I
found that 1 kept pushing the seat back inmy
car, when my shirts and pants started wearing like body casts, when 1 started running
out of belt notches, I felt at the time, something shouldbe done.
Health or good looks had nothing to do
with willingness tocontrolmy tonnage. Ijust
couldn't afford tobuy new clothes.
Fortunately, the college I attended back
then had exceptional athletic facilities. I
curbedmy inflation, so tospeak, andactually cut back a few kilograms under my high
school weight, not quite a Twiggy, but not
exactlya Fat Albert, either.
That summer, 1 got a job in Alaska. I
sacked fish meal in 100-pound sacks in a
room where temperatures exceeded 110 de-

grees. When I returned to Seattle in midSeptember,Iweighedoneeleventhofaton. I
had cut two extra holes in my belt and my
clothes fit me likebedsheets.
My father did not recognize me when I
stepped off theboat at the Alaskan ferryterminal.He woresort of a quizzicallookon his
lace when we met: you'remy son?
My stepmother naturally thought I was
sick, and in the few days Istayed at home
before college, she triedto ramlarge quantitiesof food down my digestive tract. I told
her Ifelt fine, but Idoubtifshe believedme.
A lotofmy old schoolbuddies werehappy
for me inmy lighter frame, but wereat a loss
to find suitablenicknames, since Tubs, Food
King and Chop Suey Louie no longer
applied. Soon, 1 was known as just plain
Steve,and felt myselffading intoobscurity.
Over the year, I'm sorry and glad to
report, some of the old undercarriage has
— I'm about a
creeped back onto my body
—
had expertenth of a ton but not before I
iencedliving asa skinny Sanchez.
Guess what, no difference. Aside from
being able to wear Calvin Klein's, skinny
peopledon'thavea thing overme.

Vietnam,Park inKorea,Marcos in the Phil-

ciesand those ofCentralAmerican elites are

Sincerely,
Dr. Don Foran

Every now and then, as Isit in my mantle
ofplump and watchthe flocks of joggers trot
by, the thought/question enters my mind (as
it always does when my mind has nothing
better to think about), why don't you make
the serious effort to lose some weight? Be
slim, healthy, make friends, be the hit at
parties.

Oh', ho, my devil's advocatemechanisms
wouldinterrupt, you haveallof that, except
for the first item, ofcourse.
Thus has my mind been at war lo these
many years.Thin may be in, but is fat where
it'sat?
I've actually madeserious attempts at losing girth, mostly in high school when I
noticedthat the girls werealways attractedto
skinny, obnoxiousboys. Apparently, Idiscovered back then, one out of two was
not enough.

SteveSanchez?
letters

Congratulations
TheEditor:
Congratulations to the Black Students
Union for the splendid celebration on
MartinLuther King Day. Your movingpresentationrecalledfor us thevisionand power
of the man andhis dreamof a unitedpeople.
We are alsomade aware of how far wehave
yet to go to establish thatdream.
Gary Chamberlain,
Theology and ReligiousStudies
Don Foran,English

BobJarmick,

Career Pranning andPlacement
Terri Ward, Campus Ministry

Forever doomed?

ippines, Somosa in Nicaragua, the colonels
in Chile, and the generalsinEl Salvador? Do
we not see that by siding against the legitimate aspirations of peasants, whom our
dominat-culture press insists on calling leftists,and whom weimagine to bediametrically opposed to U.S. self-interest, we seed a
violent future for the planet and back the
poorintothe very communism we detest?
The Guardia Nacional in Nicaragua (before the Sandanista revolution), the armies
and paramilitaryright of Guatemala and El
Salvador havebeen trainedby theU.S. at the
College of the Americas in the Panama
CanalZone. We arecomplicit with the forces
of oppression wherever a desire to control
the destinies of oppressed people leads us
intosupporting fascism.That such a strategy
is counter-productive is a clearlesson ofhistory.

To theEditor:
The SeattleTimesreportedon Jan. 14, the
very day President Carter made hisFarewell
Address emphasizing human rights, that the
United States government planned that day
to resume military aid to El Salvador: six
helicopters, several milliondollarsworth of
other equipment and six U.S. military advisers.
Are we doomedforever to repeat the terriblemistakes we made supporting Thieu in

The common good is in our self-interest.
When 2 percent of a country controls virtually allofthe arable farmland, and a U.S.designed agrarian reformservesonly to identify peasant leaders so thatU.S.-trainedmilitarists can shoot them, we must search our
consciences, and perhapsadmit that we have
more to fear from our mindless materialism
and imperialism than from ihe landlessand
illiteratesisters and brothers whom our noli■

...

destroying in orderto save.
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As Isithereand !ook around the ASSU office, Isee many different faces, and hear the voices of many people who have become friends over the past year.Ialso see the efforts put out by my
Ifellow students in trying to achieve some very different goals.
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Th js Friday, two^tessic fairy tale movies, Willy Wonka
and The yujzar(j of Qz will be shownat Pigott Auditorium.
Thg wjzard of qz ls certainly one of the most beloved
movies Qf a|| t|me Jhe ScarecroW/ The Tin Man, The
Cowardly Lion,Toto and the Munchkins have become
ful vers.on of the Oscar-w.nnmg song Over the Ra.nbow" became her trademark. And as Dorothy, the mnocent girl from Kansas who is transported via cyclone to
the magical land of Oz, Garland gave her most memorable performance.
Willy Wonka andthe Chocolate Factory isprobably the
best film of its sort since The Wizard of Oz. Gene Wilder
!s tne mySterious owner of a fabulous candy factory who
offers a tour and a lifetime supply of chocolate to the
|v
f jnders of f jvc golden tickets hidden inside Wonka
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

The Ticket Booth is now selling
Sonics tickets for the Jan. 28 game
against Milwaukee for $5.00. The
Ticket Booth's hours are:
1:30-2:30 W
11:30-1:00 M-F
5:30-7:00 M-F

Jan. 25

Jan. 26

'

WEDNESDAY

"^-

Ol
Feb2
ASSU Executive &
Senate Elections
Open Up for
Filing

Feb3

I111

THURSDAY

'

FRIDAY

"^

SATURDAY

assu Movies

I
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g^ SetLtia,
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Jan. 29

Jan. 30

rkShOP

P-ter Contest

HuBBingDay
Biggest Smile Contest
Tricycle Race
Spoon DropContest
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Jan. 28

Jan. 27
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Movie "Blue Angel"
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Non-skiers? Be informed! We will provide ski instructors and other fun-filled activities!!!
Advance registration and payments necessary!

|SUNDAY
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stOP by ASsu «, see what yOu can do to he.P ma e
lit a great week for everyO"6-

for the long hours they put in. They do though get all of thecriticisms for the things that go wrong, but seldom the thanks for the
things that goright.
Becauseof that,I'dlike to thank all of those people who give so
much of their time and energies. Allof the people on campus who
work so hardfor allof us.
To mention names would take the whole paper, so I'll have to
settle with just a plain thanks, a strong and hearty thanks to the
IRA's, the PACE Leaders, the Search workers, the ASSU volunIteers. the Intramural Referees and Assistants, and the many.
Imanymore.
u
k
m
v
Jim Lyons
felt everywhere.
M
ASSU President
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Fridaynight dance. Itcould be the work of a group of students in
trying to cut down energy consumption on campus, or the work
one student trying to change a Universitypolicy. The important
I thing to noteis that inorder for things to change,you have tohave
Isomebody make the commitment to bringing aboutthat change.
IThe ASSU and University is made up of many people like that;
i»ytl« rent for
ap«itpeoplewhogotoschool"
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Office Hours 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

ASSUMovie
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Jan. 31
GymnasticsMeet

Game
Connolly 7:00 p.m.
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Today is the last day to sign up for the

the Homecoming

t^fQ open
senate SeatS appointments.
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(or beingasked to

Dinner & Dance

I
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Come by the ASSU and sign up.
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Alaska bound

Women cagers head north for four games
by Robert Fingar
Sportingan11-1 record(notincluding last
night's game against Arizona State), the
S.U. women's basketball team will head to

Alaska forfourgames.
S.U. is scheduled to play two games
against the University of Alaska, Fairbanks
and two games against the University of
Alaska, Anchorage.

The Fairbanks Nanooks are led by returning forward Ellen Hannan who averaged 12.5 points per game last season, and
Peggy Ellis, returning guard who scored 7
points per gamelast year. Amy Welch, forward,and Shelby Hutton, guard,are the top
newcomersforFairbanks.
The Anchorage Seawolves are led by returning senior Eva Robinson who averaged
17.1points last season. The top newcomers
for theSeawolvesthis season are Chris Gage
and Leann Haynes, juniors; Deedee McCray, sophomore; and Rhonda Simmons,
freshman.
S.U. returns home for two games next
week against Montana State and the University ofMontana at Connolly Center.
Out-rebounding Seattle Pacific 60-33,
S.U.'s women'sbasketballteam smoked the
Falcons90-56.
MoDunn led the Chieftains with17points
and 10 rebounds.Sue Stimacled in the rebound department with 10, and she contributed16 points.
The Falcons fell prey to a strong Chieftain defense and shot a dismal 28 percent in
the second half. Lisa Snider and Shannon
HollandledSPU with16points each.

(iAT LE

PACIFIC(56)
Holland80-016,Thompson00-2 0, Snider80016, Giles3
110,Bierlink22-26. Swenl0000. Taylor1002, Burna 10
!, Huffman1 002, Michelson10-02. Totals256-856.
■ATTLEU.(9O)

Wilson 5 0010, Dunn81-117, Percy 200 A.Slimac 80-0

,Turina55-615,Henderson12-24, Earl2 1-25, Weslon 50-

0, Bajocich 13-4 5,Graham 10-2 2,Wither 10-0 2.Totals 39
■1790.
Half 50-32 (S.U.|. Fouledout none.Total team fouls
SPU.14.S.U. 12.

-

-

Overcoming a 12 point deficit in the
second half, the women's basketball team
upset the Washington Huskies 71 -68

.

Patience was the wordfor the Chieftains
as they outscored the Huskies in the second
h"tf41-28.
Sue Turina ledboth teams with 26 points
and 10 rebounds. Carlin McClary led the
Huskies widQPpointsand 13 rebounds.
Shooting percentages told the story for
both teams. S.U. shot a poor 37 percent in
the firsthalf, whilethe Huskies cooledto 34
percent in thesecondhalf.
SEATTLE U.(71)
Dunn30-06.Stimac34-410.Turlna98-826,Wilson20-14,
Earl 2004. Weslon 200 4,Bajocich 00-0 0, Percy 2 3-4 7,
Henderson34-4 10. Totals26 19-2171.
WASHINGTON(68)
Banks 6 0-2 12.Chicane2 3-3 7, McClary 97-9 25, Murray 6
2-2 14. Washington 3 00 6. Weber 0 1-2 1, Hackett 10-0 2,
Norton01-2 1, Shideler 00-00.Totals2714-2068
Half 40-30 (Washington).Fouled out Chicane, Norton Totalteam fouls S.U. 18,Washington 21.

-

-

-

The Lady Chieftains dunked St. Martin's
last week,98-50.
DaveCox, women'sbasketball coachpredicted the winbecause of St. Martin's newcomer statusin collegebasketball.

.

"A majority ofthe players onSt Martin's
team are freshmen
'' while we have four re-

turningseniors, saidCox.
LoriEly, leadSt. Martin's scorer, wasunable to play in last week's game but Lisa
Dolezaldropped25 points and was quite activeduring thegame.
Sue Stimac, the season's high scorer, was
the game's high scorer and scored18 points.
Following closely behind her were Sue
Turina and Debbi Weston, both with 14
points. Mo Dunn contributed a helpful six
oointsduring the firsthalfofthegame.
St.Martin's(SO)
Goheen00-0 0,Dolezal 113-5 25,Nypop71-315, Mjelm10-0
2, Flaster 200 4,Hainge00-0 0,Couthran20-0 4,Seward00-0
0.Teamtotal234-850.
SeattleU.(98)
Manion02-2 2, Dunn32-5 8, Percy 10-0 2, Stimac 82-2 18,
Turina 5 44 14, Earl3 0-16,Wilson 32-2 8, Weston 7 0-0 14,
Bajocich32-3 8, Henderson 4 0-0 8,Graham 2 0-0 4. Witmer 3
006.Teamtotal42 14-1998
Half 49-22 (SeattleU). Fouled out none. Total team
fouls St.Martins20, S.U.14.

--

-

S.U.s men's basketball squad will
face Lewis and Clark Friday night

tThe

by Tim Ellis

S.U. Chieftains will meet the War-

ors fromLewisandClarkState College this
riday at ConnollyCenter.
The Chieftains are lookingto regain momentum that was lost during two defeats to
Fraser University and the University
Puget Sound.
CoachTomSchneeman'sChieftains have
:t the Warriors once this seasonlosing 7558 at Lewiston, Idaho. Lewis and Clark's
recordis 12-7, butthey too havelost theirlast
twogames.
Coach Dick Hannan turned the Warriors
around from the 1979-80 season, which
ended witha 7-21record.
The Warriors will be led by Dan Danielson and Pat Spiry, who werehigh scorer and
rebounder respectively for the first Chieftain-Warrier meeting.
The S.U. Chieftains traveled to Tacoma
Monday inhopesofleaving Wednesday'sdisappointing performance with Simon Fraser
behind.
Unfortunately,theymet thesame problems
th the Loggers of the University of Puget
Sound, who felled the Chieftains with a solid
andbalancedattack, 83-64.
game was tight through most of the
rst half, withtheChieftains trailing by three
to five points. EricBrewe ofUPS dominated
inside, scoring on layups and six-foot shots
and scooping just about all available
rebounds.Chieftains BobKennedy and Scott

(mon

«The

Copan wereagain the big powers inside foi
S.U., but eventhey shot mostly 12- to 16-fooi

jumpers.
Gregg Pudwill was a bright spot for S.U.,
hitting nine for 16 fromthe fieldand adding
two reboundsandanassist.Bob Kennedy was
next with18 pointsand five rebounds.
The three game winning streak the S.U
Chieftains had been riding was dashed on«
week ago when the Simon Fraser Clansmer
downedTomSchneeman'sChieftains79-62
at Burnaby, B.C.
"We didn't do as well as we'dlike to,'
notedSchneeman.
The rough play of the Clansmen and ar
unfamiliar lenience of refereeing combinec
to account for some of the Chieftains' pooi
performance. Simon Fraser grabbed 43 reboundstoS.U.'s17.
Offensive rebounds were expecially hard
to come by for the Chieftains. High scorers
for the game were Jay Triano of the Clansmen with 24 points, followedby Bob Kennedy ofthe Chieftains with 18. Scott Copar
added16 to theChieftaineffort.
SEATTLE U. (82)
LeClaire 1002, Kennedy66-818,Thomas 3006,Moyer ',
3-14,Coleman 12 24.Pudwill 60012,Copan 72-2 16. Total!
2610-1362.
SIMON FRASER (79)
Carkner 00-0 0,Pat olin 00-00, Bieker 200 4.Triano 112 ;
24, Kybartus 2 2-2 6. Jackel 7 0-1 14. Beauchamp4 1-2 9
Murphy5 2-2 12.Bulera 2004,McCartney 10-0 2, Yhang20

-

34,Mosher 0000 Totals367-979
Hall
37-22 (S.F.U.). Fouled out
louls -S.F.U.43.S.U.17.

-

none. Total lean

Maria Bajocich (23) prepares to go up for a shot over St. Martin's Karin
Nyrop (31) and Dana Couthraw (23). Bajocich scored eight points as the
Chieftains downedSt.Martin's 98-50.
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New coach

Schneeman brings rebuilding, recruiting experience
by Tim Ellis

Tom Schnceman, S.U.s new head coach,
is avery busy man.Entering his office, one is
confrontedby pilesofpapers stats, schedules, notes
and an incessant ringing telephone.
The main reasons for Schneeman's heavy

—

—

work paceis that ie has to rebuild his team
mid-season while making up for "getting
into the recruiting war a littlelate."He has
been phoning coaches and attending games
all around town to get leads on recruiting
prospects. He is familiar with some of the
localtalent becauseof a coaching positionhe
held at Bellevue Community College. But
that is only thelatest experienceSchneeman
has had in over 25 years of playing and
coaching.

Schneeman grew up in Ohio, played
junior high and high school ball there, then
went on to the University of Detroit. After
graduating, he signed on as assistantcoach.
Then he went on to Xavier University where
he earned his master's degree in physical
education. Schneeman also holds a bachelor's degree incounseling.
He served as assistant coach at Washington State University andhas also coached
severalsummer training camps.
This experience will beuseful for Schneeman in reshaping the Chieftains. There will
be more need for individual
effort and
— blocking
fundamental basketball
more
aggressively on rebounding, working for the
closer, higher percentage shots and overall,
more individualeffort.
"I think a good quality shot oft" the fast
break is important from a good defensive

standpoint."Quick transitionfromdefense
to offense (and vice versa) willbe an important ability. Another Schnecman tacticis to
switch offensive patterns often to throw the
defense.
The resultofSchneeman's coachingso far
has been a record of four wins andsix losses,
against thelikesofSimonFraser andCentral
Washington.
Schneeman's experience,bothin coaching
and counseling, assists him in the rapport
between him andhis team.
"I think ofmyself as being a counselorof
young men, not just their coach," Schneeman says, leaning back in his chair for a
moment ofsemi-relaxation.
He is realistic about assisting his players
during and after their college basketball
careers. "Eventually basketballis going to

end," hesays.

Schnceman agreed that the stringent
academic requirements, and the fact that
S.U does not awardathletic scholarshipsdo
put a burden on the coach to appeal to a
prospective recruit. But it is the head of a
department, the business school for example, at another school, whowouldhaveto do
the convincing to this same player. The academic quality hereis verified by the fact that
it has such stringent academic requirements
for athletes. Schnceman also noted that
Harvard, among others, does not award
scholarshipstoathletes.
"The University stands with a very strong
academic record," he said, and added that
he was satisfied with the academic requirementshereatS.U.

.

photo by nan zender

Tom Schneeman, newS.U.men'sbasketball coach, talks to his teammembers duringabreak intheaction.

Sporting Around

What's in a name
by Robert Fingar

Gymnasts take tumbles
in first S.U. road meets
by Sieve Sanchez
The S.U. women's gymnastics team had
themisfortuneofnotbeingthehost teamina
pair ofcompetitions last weekend.
The University ofMontana and Montana
State University won their own meets last
Friday and Saturday while the S.U. squad,
recent winnersin a meet it sponsored Jan. 10,
placed second and third on the Montana
tour.

Montana'sbalanced-scorings team, ledby
Carol Qiienemoen and Cathy Soul, topped
the team scoring Friday with 122.33. Spokane Community College placed second
with l2l.9OandS.U. took third with 117.80.
Freshman Tracy Manduchi placed first in
the all-aroundstandings at 33.30, winningat
the uneven bars, the balance beam and the
floor exercise events. The meet marked the
third consecutive lime Manduchi won top
honors. Quenemoen and Souls tied for second in the four-event standings whileSCC's
GailThiemanplaced fourth
"The first night, we just could not pull it
all tqgether," Coach John Yingling said
about theU.M. meet. "The first meet is always theworst."
Two S.U. athletes did not compete. Susy
Laura, a sophomore letterman, stayed in
Seattle with a knee injury. Shelly Leewens, a
top gymnast last year and one of the team's
strongest all-around performers, caught the
flu and stayed behindin theteam'smotel.
S.U. got its highest teampoint totalofthe
season Saturday with 122.25, but placed
second.Montana State, paced by all-around
winnerMarianne Arild, won the team competition at 125.25. The University ofIdaho
finishedthird at 116.3.
Coach Yingling felt the team performed
better the second night, and disagreed with
the final team standings. There was some
favoritismin the judging, he said,"alittlebit
"
of overscoringforthe home team.
Sharon Anderson, an S.U. third-year
gymnast and the team manager,agreed with
Yingling. "Their(MSU's)topathletedidnot
routines, but she still got
have very difficult
"
high scores, Andersonsaid.

.

Machismo and poor taste dominate
theintramural teams this quarter, and
Iwouldn't be surprised if some of the
names are censored from this article.
For example, in the men's basketball
league the Ball Busters, the Big Wallies Iand 11, the Stiff and Readys,and
the (best for last) Pillars of Manhood
will compete among 20 other teams.
The women at S.U., on the other
hand, must have a sense of decency.
They came up with the Naughty Net-

"There were some outstanding performances," (he coach continued,pointingout
the routines of Manduchi, freshman Julie
Doyleand Leewens, who, after aday's rest,
was wellenough to compete.

The team also performed solidly in the
balance beamevent, Yingling said.Four of
five S.U. gymnasts scored seven points or
better in the event, with Manduchi and Kari
Morgan placing second and fourth in the
final standings.
The team has improved steadily, Anderson said, and the team attitude appears
good. "The coach is dwelling more on the
positivesideand the team is taking ona positive outlook."
S.U. should be able to beal the teams the
squad lost to last weekend in future meets,
she said.
S.U.s next meet is Jan. 24 as the University ofIdaho willhost a five-teammeet which
features Eastern Washington University,
Spokane Community College and the University ofAlberta.
Jan. 16

-

University ol Montana 122 30: Spo
TEAM RESULTS
kane CommunityCollege 121 90:SU 11780.
ALL AROUND STANDINGS
Manduchi. SU. 3330
Quenemoen, U.M . 3260; Theiman. SCC. 3060. Shepherd
U W, 30 45; Kanegae SCC.29.30
VAULT
Theiman. SCC, 8.7, Soul. U M.. 8.45; Quene
moen.U M..8.45; Peterson. SCC,8.35.Shepherd.U.M.. 8.35
UNEVEN BARS
Manduchi. SU. 82. Ouenemoen
U.M.. 8 2; Kaneque, SCC. 7 30; Theiman. SCC 7 05: Bollon
SCC. 7 0.
BALANCE BEAM
Manduchi. S.U.. 8 4: Quenemoen
U.M.. 8 05; Roberts. SCC. 80; Theiman. SCC. 7 4 Morgan

-

ters.

Ican say two more things on the
subject. One, whatever happened to
the names such as the M*A*S*H*
E*R*S? And two, these teams better
watch out because Iwill be officiating
this season.

Injury department
Kirn Manion, third leading scorer
for the women's basketball team, is

out for 10 to 14 days becauseofa knee
injury (tendons) according to Brad
Agerup, S.U.s head athletic trainer.

Sports quiz
Question: What day is the arm
wrestlingtournament?
The deadline to correctly answc
this question is Friday at 5 p.m.Entries can be submitted at any of the
following locations: Sports Information Office, ASSU Office, Student
y

'

*

*
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Activity Office, Bellarmine Lobby,
Campion Lobby, and Xavier Lobby.
Winners will receive a free lunch at

ChezMoi.
There were no winners for last
week's question, "How many intramural water poloteams willsign up?"
lOt...!!.....
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MARCO'S

|

NEW HOURS
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- Manduchi.S U 86.Peterson.SCC
FLOOREXERCISE

5.U.7.4.

8 4; Soul. U M.. 8.25; Shepherd. U.M . 8.0; Gonzales. U.M
?.O; Quenemoen.U.M..7 9
Jan.17

-

TEAMRESULTS Montana Slate University 125 25; SU
12209. University olIdaho 116 30
ALL-AROUND STANDING
Ross. MSU 332: Arild
MSU. 3295. Manduchi. S.U.. 32 85. Daily. U.I 31 6. Doyle
5.U..30 4
VAULT AnId.MSU.B 7. Daily.U I. 8.65. Ross. MSU.8.6
OToole.MSU.855. Manduchi.S U.8.5
UNEVEN BARS Arild MSU. 8.4. Swafl.MSU B I;Man
duchi.S U .8.05; Daily. U I.8 0.Ross MSU.7 9
BALANCE BEAM Ross MSU 8 65. OToole. MSU. B 15
Manduchi.S.U .8 15.Daily.U 1.. 7.95.Morgan.SU. 7 95
FLOOR EXERCISE
Arild MSU. 85. Manduchi SU
8 15. Ross. MSU 8 05; Doyle. SU 7 45: Cannon Ul 705

-

-

-
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Now you can get a nice thick
MARCO'S Deli Sandwich for dinner.

!
j

MARCO'S is now open from 10 AM
-6 PM (5 PM Fridays).

j

MARCO'S Deli located at SU
SU come by and see us.

-
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The Fragments office is located in the
upper Chieftain. One of the editors will be
there daily from 2 to 4 p.m. to receive con
tributions and answer questions All work
must be typed, double-spaced and xeroxed,
and include a self-addressed, stamped envelopewith a phonenumber.

An introductory meeting for all those interested in the1981-82 German in Austria program will be held at noonin LA 207. For more
information contact Lillian Price, 626-6359.
The Pre-legal Society will have a law resource hour at noon in Pigott 351 which will
include an LSAT filmstrip, law catalogs,
speakers and food. Everyone is welcome.

Career Planning and Placement offers the
following weekly seminars at the Me
Goldnck Student Development Center: Intro
duction to Career Planning, Tuesdays, 1 p.m..
Resume Writing, Wednesdays, 1 p.m., anc
Interview Techniques and Job Search
Strategies, Thursdays, 1p.m.

Contact Lisa Chase, 325-2167 for moreinformation.

The Fine Arts Ensemble is looking for
musicians. The ensemble practices from noon
to 1 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday. If
you arecarrying a full load(15 credits) you can
receive a credit for your participation at no
additional charge. For moreinformation contact Kevin Waters, S.J. today at 626-6336.

The degree applicationdeadline for June!
1981 is Feb. 2. The graduation fee ($3O for
bachelor's, $55 for master's) is payable in the!
Controller's Office, where a receipt will bd
issued. Please bring the receipt to the Reg I
istrar's Office to obtain and complete gradual
tion applicationforms

23

The ASSU Friday Night Movies will be
"Charlie and the Chocolate Factory" and
"The Wizard of Oz," at 7 p.m. in the Pigott
Auditorium for $1.

.

edu-J
religiousj
Problem!

The archdiocesean office of religious
cation and the S.U. department of
studies are sponsoring a four-part series
entitled, "Authority inthe Church:
or Promise?" The series will be on Tuesday!
evenings beginning Feb.. 10 For more infot
rnation contact Dr. Gary Chamberlain, ext.l
5335.

27
Bread for the World will meet from6 to 7
p.m. in Bellarmine's Town Girls Lounge to discuss the monthly newsletter and the upcoming Global Security Bill. All are welcome
toattend.For moreinformation contact Caroline Leachtenauer at 329-2461.

The ASSU is

.

"in-l

Students who intend to remove an
complete grade" from the fall quarter
complete the work, obtain an "I" grade

28

must!
re-1
rnovalform from the Registrar's Office, take ill
$12
to the Controller's Office and pay the
feel
Submit the form and receipt to the instructor!

sponsoring a genealogy
workshop at noon in the Stimson Room of
the library. Author Ester Hall Mumford will be
the speaker at the workshop which is open to
the public. For more information call Pearl at

byFeb 13. Confirmation of the grade

29

Peace Corps and Vista representatives
willbe on campus from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sign
up in advance at the Career Planning and
Placement Office
i

Intramuralbasketball is off and running at the Connolly Center. Action
photo by torn megrath
continues tonight with twogamesat8 p.m.and9p.m.

SPORTS WRITERS
Spectator positions open

if interested contact Robert Fingar

—

at 626-6850
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will be mailed to the students when "the processing is complete

626-6226 or the ASSU at 626 6815.
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Call Marie Hudgins 626-5310

The history department is sponsoring a "
photography exhibit in connection
Homecoming (Feb 19-211. It will feature
prints from the faculty, staff and students of
S.U. Anyone wishing to show their work
should contact Bob Harmon, 626-5R28
)
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(Save up to $20 on Siladiunf College Rings.)

Siladium rings aremade from a fine jeweler's
stainless alloy that produces abrilliant white
lustre.It isunusually strong andis resistant
to deterioration from corrosion orskin
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Bothmen's and women's Siladium ring
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your ArtCarved representative.Tradein
your 10K goldhigh school ring and save
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Symbolizingyourability to achieve.

JANUARY 29~30
Seattle University
ROOKS « OTG
Deposit required. Master Charge or Visa accepted.
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